Congratulations to the following outstanding students for their academic excellence, community service, and passion for podiatry. The APMA Educational Foundation wishes you success in your education and beyond.

**American Association for Women Podiatrists Scholarship (AAWP)**
Sabeerau Golaub

**APMA & APMA Membership**
Abigael Adediran
Lauren Adkins
Andrew Attia
Alan Augdahl
Stephanie Bogda
Emily Cao
Sierra Clark
Josh Davis
Eric Flaherty
Taylor Furtado
Hussain Gittham
Abigael Adediran
Lauren Adkins
Andrew Attia
Alan Augdahl
Stephanie Bogda
Emily Cao
Sierra Clark
Josh Davis
Eric Flaherty
Taylor Furtado
Hussain Gittham
Davis Hendricks
Belinda Jimenez
Grace Jurgiel
Margaret Kimsey
Carol Kurth
Katie Leon
Claudia Moreno Romero
Debra Morris
Isabella North
Tonyclinton Nweke
William Pacheco
Gil Paiz
Sun Pak
Gabriel Roberts
Elena Romund
Marco Rovira
Daniel Ruggiero
Victoria Suggs
Mina Welsen
David Wu

**American Podiatric Medical Students’ Association Scholarship (APMSA)**
Mohamed Abdelgilil
Allison Anguren
Braden Brundage
Engy Hanna
Rashika Budhathoki
Edward Chen
Megan Clark

**American Podiatric Medical Writers Association Scholarship**
Engy Hanna
Treloara Harrisson
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Antoinette Alfidi Memorial Scholarship
Harold Brabon  Connor Desmond  Elizabeth Gajardo-Stitt

Bako Diagnostics Scholarship
Patrick Sullivan

Dr. S.W. and Janelle Balkin Scholarship
Amanda DeWitt

Stephen Barrett, DPM, Scholarship
Annie Samuel

Dr. and Mrs. Steven J. Belin/Berlin Pathology Labs Scholarship
Rebecca Cathey  Angel King  Block Scholarship
Linda Do  Jessie Laffey  Miko Fogarty
Katie Drees  Erica Preblich  Shawnda Henault
Nikolay Igdalov  Emma Sorrentino  Raisa Roberto
Haley Johnson  Harsh Varshney

California College of Podiatric Medicine Class of 1983 Scholarship
Manmeet Kaur

Clinton G. Hubbard, DDS, Memorial Scholarship
Christopher Mancini

Craig M. Gastwirth, DPM, Memorial Scholarship
Emil Gulman

CrocsRx Scholarship
Jacob Abjelina  Sean Busby  Jeneen Elagha
Jordyn Buchanan  Cameron Dewey  Edgar Lu

Darco International, Inc. Scholarship
Jennifer Augustin  Daofca Francillon  Christopher Overton
Sibella Campbell  Natania Kapoor  Donya Rabadi
Elizabeth Cook  Sean Lee  Oren Sadeh
Jonathan Cruz  Jessica Mangaliag  Savannah Santiago
Natalie Diaz  Timothy McDonald  Matthew Viramontes
Benson Ebozue  Ellie McNeal  Jacqueline Williams
Austin Ellis  Nitin Nanda

David A. Stone, DPM, Memorial Scholarship
Olumide Oladeinde  Riley Thomas
Erin Spieth  Joseph Zrucky
David L. Kraus Memorial Scholarship
Ahmad Odeh

Dermik Labs Scholarship
Maria Love

Dr. and Mrs. Gregory T. Amarantos Scholarship
Alejandra Castillo Mora

Earl G. Kaplan, DPM, Memorial Scholarship
Brigitte Nguyen

Erica Glickman Memorial Scholarship
Elizabeth Mendez

Fatone Scholarship
Grant Kolsky

Dennis R. Frisch, DPM/Hunsaker Memorial Scholarship
Evyn Mirasol

Anthony J. Gatti, DPM, Scholarship
Kevin Curtis Karin Messiha
Olivia Ly Kyle Weiss

Glenn B. Gastwirth, DPM, Scholarship
Stephen Weatherholtz

Inova Fairfax Hospital Podiatric Residency Program Memorial Scholarship
Seth Krueger

Irvin O. Kanat, DPM, Memorial Scholarship
Morgan Eso

J. Edward Stricker, DPM, Memorial Scholarship
Sedra Abdrabbo Julio Hernandez Zuniga Palak Shah
John Berard

Janet and Bruce R. Lawrence, DPM, Scholarship
Laine Angstadt Maria Pattschull Fraih Shahati
Kylee Kato

Jondelle B. Jenkins, DPM, Scholarship
Zaria St. Lawrence
Julie and Robert Hilkemann, DPM, Scholarship
Riley Moore Lepow Scholarship Scott Chanthongthip

Linda Lazarus Scholarship
Kathlyn Underwood

Marlene and Nicholas G. Kayal, DPM, Scholarship
Austen Miller

Martin Stoller, DPM, Memorial/Illinois Podiatric Medical Association Scholarship
Matthew Sieckert Ryan Verano

Marvin W. Shapiro, DPM, Memorial Scholarship
Sarah Seo

Maryland Residency Award
Emily Cao Gil Paiz

Merz North America Scholarship
Iqra Choudhry Sophia Huynh Faiyaz Rahman
Rebecca Cohen Johan Ponce Mia Saunders
Tiffany Duarte Danica Pratta Matt Tran
Lynn-Indora Edmond Marc Rademaker

Moore Medical Corporation Scholarship
Jay Patel

New Balance Scholarship
Joshua Littig

New York Student Podiatric Medical Association Scholarship (NYSPMA)
Kenneth Wilhalme

Laura Novak & Michael J. King, DPM, Scholarship
Peter Sorensen

Novartis Pharmaceuticals Scholarship
Jordan Johnson

Orange County Podiatric Medical Association
Nathan Wilson

Ortho Dermatologics Scholarship
Sarah Bergmann Marie Collins Megan Lucavs
Stephani Cadar Azeen Farahani Austin Slates
Hui Li Chen Ryan Knapp Summer Tran
Yunsu Yu

**Ortho-McNeil Pharmaceuticals**
Hanna Alexander

**OUM & Associates Scholarship**
Lauren Juell Sydni Sears
Robert Scanlon Tara Sullivan

**PICA**
Valentina Clinton*

**Raymond J. Suppan, DPM, Scholarship**
Sudharshana Priya Kanduri Robertozzi Scholarship Muhammad Siddiqui

**Schering-Plough Healthcare Inc. (Dr. Scholl’s)**
Robert Erickson Tyler Gray Ja’mese Wallace

**S.S.R. Memorial Scholarship**
Bianca Boafo

**Seward P. Nyman, DPM, Memorial**
Madison Bennett Erin Finn George Omictin
Vishnupriya Bodempudi Carly Goehring Gladis Philip
Alexa Bolden Marc Gonzales Ricardo Rodriguez
Appolonia Chineme Grant Grotelueschen Dillon Toler
Sonia Chuang Ksenja Llazar Kai Wui Ye
Farid Elhadidy Shivani Mahajan

**Joyce and Lloyd Smith, DPM, Scholarship**
Emily Kuta

**Spenco Medical by Implus Scholarship**
Jared Bacardi

**Talar Medical Scholarship**
Pitcha Lerttevasiri

**Michael B. Thompson, DPM, Scholarship**
Tulsi Menaria

**Turchin Fund/Region 8/Mid-Atlantic Podiatry Conference**
Fouad Albadrasawi Muhannah Hossain Drake Lohnes
Negin Esmailzadeh Dirk Krog
Margaret and Richard Viehe, DPM, Scholarship
Miranda Royds

Western Division of the Pennsylvania Podiatric Medical Association Scholarship
Aaron Balduff

Wisconsin Legacy Scholarship: In Honor of Drs. Kevin Kortsch, James Boudreau, and Ian Furness
Henry Greenberg  Kielson Le

KEY
*2023-2024 APMA-PICA Full-Tuition Scholar
†First-Generation Scholar
‡International Scholar
§2023-2024 APMA-PICA Full-Tuition Scholarship Candidate